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Enclosed for WFO, San Antonio an 

4/7/64 letterhead memorandum and 7 photogr 

  fifth paragraph, page 25, to "Transportes; 

*yhon” in eighth line, first full pareagrap 

PS . 5-0n page 33 that the letterhead memorandim 

  

  

       

     
   

    

    
   

a WFO check 1-94 forms at Central Office, Immigration and ~~" 

_. Waturalization Service (INS), concerning all those individuals ne bes 

' gppearing on the Del Worte lines manifest who were destined to Laredo 

and points beyond, exclusive of the De Cubas, Yan Der Vorm, Del Rio 

and Barriga, all of whom have been interviewed. The records need“: 

not be checked concerning Ruiz Meza, whose interview is reported in. : 

enclosed letterhead memorandum and whose reservations appearson the | 

passenger list for seat 15 under the entry “A. Viajes.” Hote that . 

the name Paula Rusioni was previously furnished to WFO as Rusconi. — 

In addition, WFO check against IHS records the individuals from the 

Yeeder bus who were destined to Laredo and points beyond. (See 

- pages 17 and 18 of letterhead menorandum.)/; - - _ 

  

_ 3 = San Antonio (105-2909) CEnclosures = 9) . sented act 7 nee; 

  

d@ Dallas are one copy of. .«. 

Legat, Mexico City, 4/7/64 letter and letterhead memorandum and 7 .-: . 

photographs of records of the Transportes del Norte bus line. Rot 

that the 7 photographs have been designated Exhibit D-202. The - 

aphs were furnished to the . 

Fresident's Commission on 4/13/64. Mote that the 4/7/64 letterhead —. 

has been amended by changing the word “then” at the end of the second _. 

full paragraph, page 10, to “hin;" by changing “Transported™ in § ~ 
*" and by changing the word . 
h, page 29, to “sho.” mn - 

has seven enclosures. _ addition, Bureau has numbered the photographs D-202 and has ony 
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Be. Airtel to Wro 7 : 
be - ‘Re: LEZ HARVEY OSWALD . 
i 105-82555 ts ‘ - wes 
| 2s steady FF ee 

: "ego FF ~~ gan Antonio conduct #inilar checks at U. 8. Public Health Se 
ia 

Service, Laredo, in connection with vaccination proceedings and. .. o 

cover leads set forth in Legat's 4/7/64 lettersesd wes ces i 

Legat, Mexico City, endeavor to identify and locate the .. 

' persons described herein through thorough check of all Mexican... 

—~ 4migration records. Do; not limit your check to the records of ..- 

' @ndividuals who departed from Nuevo Laredo on a0/3/68 utilizing . 

¥S-5 and FN-8 travel documents. Check records relating to ali = 

dndividuals who departed from Ruevo Laredo 10/3/63 regardless ef. 

  

  

ES a7 citizenship and nature of travel document in their posséssica. 

ES It will not be necessary for Dallas to re-report the. . / 

ae dnformation in Legat's 4/7/64 letterhead memorandum, = .- =~ . + 

en — On two buses on which COswald traveled from Mexico City to 

Laredo 10/2-3/63, there are a total of 29 individuals who traveled L 

. with him during portions of this trip. Twenty of these peéple were 

destined to Laredo or points beyond. We want to locate as mangy of = 

: - these people as possible ‘to interview to determine if they can place © 

Si ~- Oswald on the bus. We have to date located one eyewitness who .. 

ts}. t=; places Oswald on bus. get ae - 

       


